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In this June issue of Stem Cell Reviews and Reports, Robi
AR. Bolli et al. report that cardiac tissue physiological oxygen
tension (5% O2) in contrast to atmospheric oxygen one (21%
O2) enhances competence and functional properties of cardiac
mesenchymal cells (CMCs) [1]. These cells are a newly dis-
covered promising type of progenitor cells, which, as demon-
strated, turned out to be effective in improving cardiac func-
tion in rodents after myocardial infarction [2].

This exciting and potentially clinically relevant for stem
cell therapies paper raises again the importance of “Extra
Physiological Oxygen Shock Stress” (EPHOSS) that has been
reported a few years ago by Dr. Hall Broxmeyer group to
occur in the case of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) [3].
This group proposed that HSCs that reside in bone marrow
at 3% O2 if exposed to atmospheric ambient 21% O2, rapidly
lose their “stemness” due to their differentiation into progen-
itor cells. Therefore, as postulated while working with HSCs,
it is important to avoid exposure of collected cells to ambient
air conditions, as even short exposure of HSCs to ambient
21% O2 level may change the biology of these cells that in
steady state conditions reside in bone marrow at around 3%
O2. This effect, as demonstrated, is related to EPHOSS-
mediated increase in mitochondria permeability and release
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [4].

Similarly, as in BM, stem/progenitor cells in the heart re-
side in an environment that is characterized by low ~5% O2

tension and EPHOSS may affect fate of these cells. In the
elegant paper published in this June issue of Stem Cell
Reviews and Reports, Robi RA Bolli et al. reports that
CMCs at 5% O2 in contrast to CMCs cultured at 21% O2

consistently maintained their morphology, increased in

number, shortened cell doubling time, and increased telome-
rase activity and telomere length [1]. Since almost all preclin-
ical and clinical studies of cell therapy in cardiology, similarly
as in hematology, employ atmospheric (21%) O2 to harvest
and culture ex vivo cells, low O2 tension would enhance the
competence and functional properties of CMCs and HSCs.

What is important, data published in this issue of Stem Cell
Reviews and Reports shows that the increased proliferation
rate of CMCs at 5% O2 shows that the required number of
CMCs for potential therapeutic applications can be achieved
with much less time and cost. Furthermore, as postulated, this
increased proliferation of CMCs may continue in vivo after
CMC transplantation, and CMCs grown at 5% O2 are mark-
edly resistant to severe hypoxic stress, they would be able to
survive better after transplantation which will enhance their
reparative properties even in highly hypoxic areas of damaged
myocardium (~1% O2).

This very intriguing paper supporting further the phenom-
enon of EPHOSS in stem cell therapies would benefit from
addressing ROS’s potential role in activation of intracellular
innate immunity pattern recognition receptor Nlrp3
inflammasome in CMCs, that if hyperactivated, may lead to
cell damage and eventually their pyroptosis [5]. This is a
highly inflammatory form of lytic programmed cell death that
occurs in response to intracellular danger signals. One of the
assays to detect pyroptosis is to measure lactate dehydroge-
nase (LDH) release from the cells. As reported in this July
issue paper, authors, in fact, observed an increase in LDH
activity in media from CMCs cultured at 21% O2.

Simultaneously, LDH activity was detectable at a much lower
level in CMCs cultures at 5% O2. It is well known that ROS
are potent activators of this Nlrp3 inflammasome and that
ROS are released from mitochondria in response to
EPHOSS [3]. Therefore, ROS scavengers or small molecular
inhibitors of Nlrp3 inflammasome (e.g., MCC950) could mit-
igate the negative consequences of EPHOSS. This, however,
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requires further experimental studies both in the case of CMCs
and HSCs as finally, cell damaging mechanisms triggered by
EPHOSS could still be different for these cells. To explain
this, HSCs studied by Dr. Broxmeyer group are more primi-
tive from a developmental point of view [3, 4] than CMCs that
were investigated in the current report published in Stem Cell
Reviews and Reports [1]. Nevertheless, regardless of the final
mechanism involved, stem/progenitor cells “do not like”
EPHOSS that affects their fate, and we should help them to
avoid this unnecessary challenge [1–5].
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